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The Most Dangerious
Bible Translation In
The Entire Bible See
Mark 16:1-2
The most
Evil the
most deceptive destructive

Make False Bible
Translations
Editor Will Wade
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Difference between the natural time measure of Day one of Sabbaton to to the artificial measure of Sunday the first day of the
week of the seven pagan sky gods.
Day One of the Sabbaton is only one revolution of the
earth upon it’sd Axis.

To get two dark periods Sunday is measured from two
revolutions of the earth upon
it’s axis

Sunday
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Why is The False Bible
Translation of Mark
16:1-2 so dangerious?
1) Removes the power of God from the
gospel of Christ to convince the Bible is
from God.
2) Destroys every set time event of every
time parallel of every astronomical
miracle of God.
3) Changes the Bible that is written in the
natural time mode to appear to be
written in the anceint pagan religion of
the artificial time mode.
4) Is the cause to make many hard
contradictions in the Bible records -that
makes unbelievers in the Bible.
5) Changes time to worship from dusk of
the evening to false sunrise worship.
6) Stops the fast multiplying of the holy
people of God.
7) Deceives the Holy people of God in
how to keep instructions from God.
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lAST eDITE jUNE 2020
Editor Will Wade

Mark 16:1 The problem of
Mark 16 verse one is -not a
problem with word for word
translation. The problem is
the man Stephen Langton of
the Catholic church that
made Chapter numbers for
all the more populal Bibles
for a purpose He will place
the purchse of spices in the wrong chapter.
In this Bible study we first point to Matthew
18:1-3, set your human emotions in humility
of a little Child for this Bible Study. First for
your eternal salvation cast off pride of your
man made traditions and in all humility for
your eternal salvation. As a little child open
the seat of you human emotions to truth in
the importance of this Bible study about
restoring true Bible “Set Times” of God to
your Bible translation (see prophecy of
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restoring “set times” in Bible translations
(Daniel 7:25-27). .
Are you made the Holy (forgiven) person
belonging to God? As a holy person are you
certain that you are not one of the Holy
People of God that is prophesied in Daniel
7:25 to be deceived by false Bible
translations?
We WILL PROVE WITH HISTORY THAT
Mark 16:1-2 is the most dangerions of all
false Bible trnslations in all the most popular
tanslated Bibles?
The translation of Mark
16:1-2 the most
dangerions, the most
deceitful of all Bible
translations is made first
by the very clever, adroit
and tricky members of the
pagan ruler the Roman Emperor Constantine
that started the Catholic Church in the early
fourth Century.
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The prophecy of Daniel is teaching that “the
Holy People of God” will be deceived by the
Eleventh ruler (the Roman Emperor
Constantine ) when He Thinks to “change
Bible “Set Times” to worship God.
Take careful note, to change Bible Set
times” can only be changed in Bible
translations of the holy people of God by the
warning about the wicked ruler Constantine
see Dan 7:25. We know it was Constantine
the eleventh ruler in Daniel 7:25 that has
changed Bible time by his Edict of
Constantine in the year 320 AD. The warning
from God is in Bible translations made with
the purpose to deceive the Holy People of
God the wicked ruler Constantine in all Bible
translation will change the “Set Times” of
God for the Holy people to Worship.
Take careful note and learn this fact that the
Entire Bible is written in the natural Time
mode. Near all Bibles are mistranslated in the
artificial time mode. When written in the
natural time mode -All Bible time and every
set time event of the Bible is determined only
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with the eye and not with a Clock. Every
astronomical Miracle and ever sign of God
that is give in every moment in awesome
time parallels of astronomical miracles. One
Set Time event made in Time Parallels to the
others in awesome astronomical miracles is
created over eions of time to put a great
power in the gospel of Christ. All time and all
time Parallels are created by God only in the
natural time mode. Mistranslated Bibles that
change the Set Time mode are made Cripple
to convince the Bible is from God especially
in the New information age.
When the Bible is mistranslated in the
artificial time mode of the pagan Romans ,
the pagan Egyptians or pagan Babylonians a
false Bible time mode that requires a clock to
keep time will remove from the Bible records
ever written sign God gives in time parallels
of ever astronomical miracle of God.
The entire Bible is not written in the “time
Mode” of our most popular religious pagan
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Roman civil Calendar as is first mistranslated
by members of the Catholic Church.
Take careful note of the consequence for the
Holy People of God for allowing self to be
deceived by the wicked ruler (In history
Constantine that started the Catholic church
that will Change Set Times in Bible
translations to deceive the holy people of
God). Again take careful
note, God of the Bible gives
His deceived Holy People
over to the hand of their
deceiver Constantine of the
Catholic Church (Dan 7:25).
Again take note, You can not deceive the
holy people of God about the true “Set
Times” of God to worship, without first
changing “Set Times” of God to worship in
reading their false Bible translations. We
warn you “Set Times” to worship are
changed in all except for one Bible
translation, the Ekklesia Bible translation.
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Do you believe the prophecy of Daniel 7:25
that the holy people of God in the everlasting
kingdom of the Christ will be deceived by
false set times to worship God and then God
will give up His deceived holy people to the
hand of their deceiver? Mark 16:1-2 is a
false Bible translation that is created in false
Bibles by the most clever and adroit master
of all Bible deceptions in the “Set Times” of
God to worship in all false Bible translations
the Archbishop Stephen Langton of the
Catholic Church.
We warn you If you accept in your Bible
translation just one day of the pagan “week”
of the seven sky gods, then your Bible is
pagan and you accept “the artificial measure
of the week” of all the seven days of “the
week” of all the other seven sky gods of the
week.
In false Bible translations the holy people of
God will be made to believe that the Christ
resurrects at the rising of the pagan sun god
on the day of the Sun (god), the first day of
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the “week” (of the seven sky
gods). 1) The false Bible sky
god of the day of the week
day of the sun or Sunday. 2)
The sky god of the week day
of the moon day or Monday.
3) The sky god of the week
day of “Tue” or Tuesday. 4)
The sky god of the week day
the war god Woden or Oden
for Wednesday. 5) The sky
god of the week day of the
thunder god of Thurgan. 6)
The sky goddess “fria” or
Friday. 7) The sky god Saturn
or Saturday, the sky god that
kills and eats humans. Most
“Holy People of God do not
ever know their civil calendar
of the “Week” is a pagan
religious calendar. To
resurrect Christ on the first
day of the week of the seven
sky gods destroy every sign of
“Set Times” that God creates
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to put power to convince he is God and the
Bible is from God in the Gospel of Christ.
Then you wonder why in this new
Information age there is a great falling away
of the people are becoming unbelievers by
the millions.
Agape beloved, some today impress me in
questions wanting to know why. Today in
the new information age, to multiply holy
people of God is near impossible without
charismatic enchantment, with the clever
slight of hand in faith healing, watered down
doctrine or some kind of musical
entertainment.
Now any half a brain knows when you add
the descriptive words to the word “week” “of
the even sky gods” reveals the religion of the
pagans is mistranslated in your Bible records.
What do you know for certain about the word
“week” mistranslated in your Bible?
Did you know that Mark 16:1-2 establishes
the word “week” of the seven sky gods for
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the entire Bible records.
Devil’s will never translate to describe the
“Week” is an artificial measure of a pagan
calendar and the “week” days is the religion
of naming to give glory and honor to the
seven pagan sky gods. Then why is the
“week” days of the seven pagan sky gods
mistranslated in the Bible but the word
“week” is not written just once in the entire
ancient languages of the Bible? Devils lie
when they are teaching the word “week” is
the word equivalent for the written Bible
word “Sabbaton.” The command of God Lev
23:32b “From even (dusk) unto even (dusk)
You shall celebrate yourSabbaton” (see
Greek Septuagint the word “Sabbaton”).
Be honest does the Bible teach the days of
the Sabbaton are measured the same as the
Week days of the seven pagan sky gods. See
Leviticus 23:32b “from even (dusk) unto
even (dusk) you shall celebrate your
Sabbaton (see Greek Septuagint.).” The
seven day solar Sabbaton is a natural measure
of seven solar days made only with the
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human eye. Any half a brain can easily see
the Greek word “Sabbaton” is not the same
measure of a “week” day that is measured
artificially with a clock from midnight.
There is no word equivalent in any other
languages of the entire world outside the
Hebrew or the Greek for the Bible Greek
word Sabbaton.
The most dangerous of all false Bible
translations is found in all that most popular
translate Bible in Mark 16:1-2
We write this article to warn the holy people
of God for their eternal salvation about one of
the most dangerous of all Bible
mistranslation made first by members of the
Catholic Church is Mark 16:1-2. If you
understand self to be a person made holy by
God (forgiven of your sins), then we beg you
to be wise and research this very important
Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2. If you can
see the total destruction of these two false
translated Bible verses, then send this article
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on to other holy people of God for their
eternal salvation.
The false Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2 is
the most deadly chameleon of all false
mistranslated Bible verses made with the
purpose to deceive the holy people of God.
Catholics are the first to mistranslate Mark
16:1-2 with the purpose to protect the false
teaching of the Catholic catechism in the
false teaching of a Sunday morning
resurrection of the Christ. The entire false
teaching of a sunrise resurrection taught first
by the Catholic Church in Mark 16:1-2 is the
-hinge of all false Bible translations of a
sunrise resurrection. Look, The entire false
teaching of a sunrise resurrection hangs on
these two verses mistranslated first by
members of the Catholic Church. All of Hell
is filled with the deceived souls of the holy
people of God because of these two most
dangerious of all false Bible translations of
Mark 16:1-2.
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Devils will fight the holy people of God (like
the devil) to keep these two false Bible
translations in their false translated Bibles.
The holy people of God are warned for your
eternal salvation to make your calling and
election certain. Do not let devils deceive you
in their false Bible translations.
2Petros 1:10} Therefore, brethren, give the
more diligence to make your calling and
election certain: for if you do these things,
you shall never fail: {1:11} for thus shall be
richly supplied unto you the entrance into the
eternal kingdom of our Lord and Savior
Y’ehsus Christ.
This is a very serious question; Do you know
for certain the religion of the people that has
made your most precious Bible translations?
Are you certain that your can trust your Bible
translations for your future eternity? The
people that have translated your Bible that
you hold most precious to give you truth in
the instruction needed to know how to
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worship God in truth for your eternal
salvation?
John. {4:23} But the hour comes, and now is,
when the true worshippers shall worship the
Father in spirit and truth: for such does the
Father seek to be his worshippers. {4:24}
God is a Spirit: and they that worship him
must worship in spirit and truth.
Mark 16:1-2 is mistranslated in most all
translated Bibles that for certain will rob you
of eternal life. Be honest, If you are of the
religion of any Baptist church and you hate
the false teaching of the Catholic catechism,
would you knowingly let a member of the
Catholic Church translate parts of your Bible
to teach the same as the false teaching of the
Catholic catechism (see in Mark 16:1-2).
When you know for certain that members of
the Catholic Church hate some very
important instruction written in the Bible.
Would you be so careless to let members of
the Catholic church translate your Bible in
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such as Mark 16:1-2 when you know for
certain that members of the Catholic church
not only hate some instruction written in the
Bible but they change laws of God and the
members of the Catholic Church change
instructions in the set times that God has set
to worship. Catholics reject parts of Bible
instructions and they refuse to keep the
instruction in what the Bible is teaching us
what we must do to be saved.
Members of the Catholic Church hate what
God has written in the ancient languages of
the Bible in what we must do to be saved and
then you let them set a false Chapter number
and then mistranslate the week days of the
seve sky gods your Bible in Mark 16:1-2.
Then would you knowingly let such members
of the Catholic church translate any parts of
your Bible such as Mark 16:1-2? We are
warning you that in all but one of the
translated Bibles in the entire world have
Bible translations made by wicked members
of the Catholic Church for Mark 16:1-2 that
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with the purpose to deceuve and to protect
their false catholic catechsim they have made
false Bible translation for all the most popular
translated Bibles in the entire world.
Mark 16:1-2 is the most dangerious, the most
deceiving, the most evil the most destructive
of all Bible translations that is made first by
members to make you accept their false
religion of a sunrise resurrection of their
Christ of the Catholic Church on the first day
of the week of the seven sky gods.
We warn you that your eternal salvation
hangs on learning truth about the false Bible
translation of Mark 16:1-2.
Whatever your religious persuasion as an
honest truth loving person that believes the
ancient languages of the Bible is from God,
would you then let members of the Catholic
Church translate any parts of your Bible
when you know for certain they hate with a
passion certain instructions written in the
Bible?
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If members of the Catholic Church did make
false Bible translations in your Bible that are
dangerious, evil and deceptive then do you
even care and would you like to know what
are the false Bible translations made first by
members of the Catholic church? If you can
see be made to see the great danger of the
false translation of Mark 16:1-2 would you
warn your brethren the holy people of God?
In the day of your judgment, will you be
found guilty of fighting for the false Bible
translations of Mark 16:1-2 that are made
first by members of the Catholic Church that
rob billions of Holy people of God of their
eternal salvation?
Do you let devils translate important parts of
your Bible and the same members of the
Catholic Church that hate instruction from
God do you allow these members of the
Catholic Church to mistranslate important
parts of the instructions from God in your
Bible translations?
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In the new Information age in the twenty-first
century you would think it would be near
impossible for “Christian religions to have
false Bible translations made first by
members of the Catholic Church.
Do you see the false word “Church” written
in your translated Bible? Did you know this
fact that there was no passive name for a
“church” for the Holy People of God for
over three hundred years after the coming of
the Christ? Most Holy People of God do not
even know that the Greek word “Ekklesia” is
a hot militant warfare and the Ekklesia of
Christ nothing like any Passive Church.
Be careful to take note and discover who has
made your Bible translation for your eternal
salvation. Daniel 7: 25-26 You as a holy
person of God have been warned in prophecy
that wicked ruler, the coming antichrist by
the name of Constantine is one of the
antichrist that will make the first law for
Catholics in false Bible translations and this
wicked ruler “Constantine” will change “Set
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times” of God to worship and it was the
wicked Roman Emperor Constantine is the
man that stops the warfare of Ekklesia and
starts the Catholic church. Constantine will
change the “laws of God” and the antichrist
Constantine is the Roman Emperor that starts
the Catholic church which is the first church
ever to exist on planet earth. It was the
Roman emperor Constantine that will stop
the warfare conduct of the established
Ekklesia of Christ and it was the emperor
Constantine that will start the first Church
ever to exist on planet earth. The Roman
Emperor Constantine makes laws for
Catholics that with the purpose to deceive the
holy people of God. Take careful note the
Holy people of God can not be deceive until
the wicked ruler stops conduct of warfare of
the established warfare of the Ekklesia Christ
and then it was Constantine of the Catholic
Church that starts the first church ever to
exist on planet earth. To this day most that
profess to be “Christian” know nothing of the
warfare of the Ekklesia of Christ because
they only know the passive subjection to a
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Church started by the Roman emperor
Constantine.
Now take careful note we admit the record of
Daniel did not say how the wicked “eleventh
ruler’s name would be Constantine “ nor the
prophet Daniel say it is the Roman Emperor
Constantine that will deceive the holy people
of God that exist in the “Everlasting kingdom
of God.” Only History reveals it was the
Roman Emperor that fulfills the prophecy of
Daniel 7:25.
Take note of the coming kingdom of the
Christ. Daniel 7:14 And there was given him
dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all
the peoples, nations, and languages should
serve him: his dominion is an everlasting
dominion, which shall not pass away, and his
kingdom that which shall not be destroyed.
Take note the Holy People of God that are
deceived are give over to the hand of their
deceiver but when the Holy people of God
repent from their deception of the wicked
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ruler Constantine will be greatest in the
everlasting kingdom of Christ.
Daniel 7:27 And the kingdom and the
dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom
under the whole heaven, shall be given to the
people of the holy people of the Most High:
his kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and
all dominions shall serve and obey him.
Reason the facts, the only way anyone can
deceive people that become the holy people
[forgiven] of God are the people that read the
ancient Languages of the Bible to learn what
they must do to be made by God as the Holy
people of God. Then the only way the
eleventh ruler can deceive the Holy people of
God, is to mistranslate the Bibles of the holy
people to deceive them. To repent of
deception the Holy people of God must first
go to the ancient languages to learn how to be
make Holy people but they do not go to the
ancient languages of the Bible to get their
Doctrine (instructions from God) about the
true resurrection moment of the Christ. The
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holy people of God will accept false Bible
translations of false “set times” of God and
false laws of God made first by devils in
Bible translations.
Look carefully how Mark 16:1-2 reads today
in all Bibles. This Bible translation of Mark
16:1-2 in all the more popular translated
Bibles was a very clever and ingenious
manipulation of making falseChapter number
with the purpose to make false verse number
for all false translated Bibles. Mark 16:1-2 is
translated first by a member of the Catholic
Church, the Archbishop Stephen Langton in
about 1220 CE. Allow me to correct the
statement Stephen Langton made Mark 16:1
in -all the more popular Bibles. Stephen
Langton first made this Bible deception of
Mark 16:1-2 first to deceive members of the
Catholic Church that read the Catholic Latin
Vulgate Bible translation. In making Chapter
numbers for the Latin Vulgate Bible of the
Catholic church. The Archbishop Stephen
Langton of the Catholic Church is very clever
as he manipulates the record of the Purchase
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of spices to make the Latin Vulgate to parallel
the false teaching of Catholic catechism of the
false sunrise resurrection of the Christ on a
Sunday morning. Then the member of the
Catholic church John Wycliffe will translated
the first bible into the English to complete the
total deception and say the women are coming
to the Tomb after sunrise on the first day of
the artificial “week” days of the seven pagan
sky gods.
All Bibles in the entire world (except the
Ekklesia Bible translation) copy the Chapter
numbers made first for the Catholic Latin
Vulgate Bible translation.
(All Bibles in the entire world except for the
Ekklesia Bible translation allow the
archbishop of the Catholic Church Stephen
Langton to set their chapter numbers for their
false Bible translations.
Again take careful note the Archbishop
Stephen Langton of the Catholic Church was
not allowed to make chapter or verse numbers
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for the Ekklesia Bible translation. The
Ekklesia Bible translations does not allow the
member of the Catholic Church John
Wycliffe to copy from out of the Catholic
catechism any words or names of blasphemy
for the Ekklesia Bible translation. We warn
you that all Bibles that copy he John Wycliffe
Bible are filled with names and words of
blasphemy (names and words that hinder the
teaching of the Holy Spirit).
The Ekklesia Bible translation does not allow
the archbishop of the Catholic Church to
translate Mark 16:1-2 nor does the Ekklesia
Bible translation allow any other members of
the Catholic Church to set Chapter and verse
numbers or make any important Bible
translation for their life saving Ekklesia
Bible.
For you salvations know for certain if it is the
history of devils that translate your Bible
giving false instructions from a false god.
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Hear this warning from Christ about the need
for the restoration of The Ekklesia Bible
translation.
Matthew chapter seven verse thirteen, Enter
you in by the hard to find and the hard to get
through gate: for wide is the gate, and broad
is the way, that leads to destruction, and
many are they that enter in there. {7:14} For
hard to find and hard to get through is the
gate, and narrow is the way, that leads unto
life, and few are they that find it.
Be certain you do not allow the false Bible
translation of Mark 16:1-2 to deceive you and
to cause you to lose your eternal life with
God.
There exist a world of spiritual predators in
the form of Bible translators that prey on the
future lives of billions of people that strive to
be “Christian” that know nothing about their
need to know what they must do to be made
“the Holy people of God” to be saved.
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There is a world of Bible translators that
copy the false Bible translations of members
of the Catholic Church to promote the false
teaching of the Roman Catholic Emperor
Constantine. Constantine started the Catholic
Church and made the law (see Edict of
Constantine CE 321) that all Christians must
keep the pagan Sunday as the resurrection
Day of their “pagan Christ.”
The Christ of Catholic Catechism is entirely
different from the true records of the Christ
of the Ekklesia Bible. The Catholics worship
a pagan Christ that resurrects at the rising of
the sun god on the first day of the week of the
seven sky gods. Even little children learn in
school to know this fact that the Bible
“Sunday” is the first day of the “week” of the
seven pagan sky gods. Even as Children in
elementary school we learn that Sunday is at
first pagan Egyptian calendar the Romans
copy for their religious calendar and is a time
measure of the days of the seven pagan sky
gods of the “week.”
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People that love the Catholic paganism will
fight you up one wall and down the other to
keep their pagan resurrection day of the
pagan Sunday.
The Bible record clearly is teaching to say
that the Christ resurrects at dusk of the
evening on the Day one of the seven day
solar cycle of the “Sabbaton.” The true
resurrection moment of the Christ is on a
solar cycle of the awesome astronomical
miracle of God in time parallel to the same
moment that God created the dark and the
entire universe.
The astronomical miracle of the resurrection
moment of the Christ was on a time Parallel
in the solar cycle of the awesome
astronomical miracle of the beginning all
night celebration of Pentecost. The awesome
time parallel of the same moment of the
astronomical miracles of the resurrection of
Christ is the time parallel to the same
moment that God creates the dark and the
entire universe in Gen 1:1-2.
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If in the truth of the above statement, can you
begin to fathom how the entire Bible is
written in the natural time mode, to give
awesome convincing signs from God in
awesome convincing astronomical Miracles
in convincing time parallels.
Then for a fact you can never see these
awesome signs of God give to Holy Peole in
time parallels that put a great power of God
to convince in the gospel of Christ because of
the false Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2 is
making cripple the gospel of Christ.
First we must establish how important is
knowing truth of the Bible time and how
important knowing truth of the true Bible
resurrection” Day of our God.”
The God of the Bible determines how
important the Solar day for all the holy
people of God to observe in worship to God.
God is looking only for true worshippers and
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the worshippers of God must worship Him in
Spirit and in truth (John 4:23-24).
This command to neglect not the assembling
of yourselves together on a certain day
established by God. Hebrews 10:25 reveals
that if we do not repent of worshiping at the
wrong time on a false day of the pagan
Sunday, we will stand in the judgment of God
and the loss of our eternal life.
Hebrews {10:24} and let us consider one
another to provoke unto agape love and good
works; {10:25} not forsaking our own
assembling together, as the custom of some
is, but exhorting [one another]; and so much
the more, as you see the [solar resurrection]
day [to worship] drawing near. {10:26} For if
we sin willfully after that we have received
the knowledge of the truth, there remains no
more a sacrifice for sins.
All solar Days of God in the entire Bible are
measured only with the eye. Any half a brain
can easily read the Genesis record and see the
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God of the Bible has created the resurrection
day of God to be measured from dusk of the
evening. You may not understand all days of
God are established by God to be measured
from dusk of the evening because of this very
important false Bible translation of Mark
16:1.
Romans {14:5} One man esteems [holy] one
day above another [holy day] another
esteems every day [as holy]. Let each man be
fully assured in his own mind. {14:6} He that
regards [holy] the day, regards it unto the
Lord: and he that eats, eats unto the Lord, for
he gives God thanks; and he that eats not,
unto the Lord he eats not, and gives God
thanks. {14:7} For none of us lives to
himself, and none dies to himself.
Note carefully, Paul did not say nor did he
even hint that our God did not establish a set
time of a set day for the holy people of God
to gather and to worship. The apostle Paul
did say, Philippians {4:8} Finally, brethren,
what ever things are true, what ever things
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are honorable, what ever things are just, what
ever things are pure, what ever things are like
agape love, what ever things are of good
report; if there be any virtue, and if there be
any praise, think on these things. {4:9} The
things which you both learned and received
and heard and seen in me, these things do:
and the God of peace shall be with you.
Take note Acts 20:7. Paul is translated in all
the more popular translated Bibles to say that
Paul and the disciples in Troas will gather
before Midnight of the “Pagan week day of
Sunday” the night of first day of the week of
the seven sky gods on a Sunday night before
midnight to break bread. Paul is mistranslated
in Bible by the Catholci church to preach
until midnight week day of Sunday night.
After midnight of Sunday is the pagan week
day of the “Moon Day” or Monday morning.
The false translated Bible record made first
by the Catholic church will Say Paul will
break the Bread on the pagan artificial day of
the moon and note this Moon day or Monday
is not any part of the day of the resurrection
day (Mia) of the Christ. . Do what Paul?
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According to the false Bible translations, We
to have peace with God by doing what the
apostle Paul did, we are to gather on the night
of Sunday before midnight and break bread
after midnight on the day of the moon or
Monday after midnight!
Now notice truth translated in the Ekklesia
Bible a Bible translations made in the natural
time mode. Paul and the disciples gather at the
resurrection moment of the Christ on the night
of the day Mia Sabbaton. Paul will preach
until midnight of the day Mia Sabbaton (A
time parallel to the pagan Saturday night at
dusk). Paul and the disciples in Troas will
break bread after midnight on the resurrection
day “Mia Sabbaton.” To have the peace of
God, the holy people of God are to follow
Paul and the disciples in Troas and celebrate
their Passover “Lord’s supper” on the night of
the resurrection the night of the day “Mia
Sabbaton.”
This resurrection day set by God that we are
to gather, we can see the day approaching in
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the above command is the only day in the
entire New Testament that the holy people of
God are give the command to gather to
worship on this night of the resurrection.
Gather when you can see the sun going down
and the new solar day drawing near at the
true Resurrection moment of the Christ at
dusk of the evening on the night of day one
of the Sabbaton. You will never know what
this true resurrection day of Christ is unless
you learn about the most dangerous Bible
translations such as Mark 16:1 a false Bible
translations that is made with the purpose to
deceive you about the resurrection day of
Christ in which you must gather and to
worship.
Do not let devils deceive you by twisting the
words of Paul when he said
Now if anyone tells you that the apostle Paul
is teaching that;
1) The resurrection day is not any more
important for you salvation than any other
day.
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2) ) Not important for your salvation to
know How the Bible resurrection day of God
is measured.
3)
Not important -When the true Bible
resurrection day of God begins and ends.
4) Not important to know for certain what
the true number name “Day one of the
Sabbaton” is the true name of the Bible
resurrection day of the Christ.
5) Not important for you salvation to
know the time that God has set for us to
gather on the beginning of the night of the
resurrection day to worship or the day to
worship to celebrate our God Passover
Supper memorial does not make any
difference.
Anyone teaching for you salvation;
1) There is no Passover memorial of Christ.
2) There is no time set by God to keep the
Passover of the Christ.
3) The Resurrection moment is not the
moment of the Passover of all that are in the
Christ.
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4) The time to gather to break bread in
Passover is not important for you eternal
salvation on any day.
Either they are just plain ignorant because of
their false Bible translations or else they are
the devil trying to deceive you.
1) We the Ekklesia of Christ, stand ready
to defend in debate what we teach here. Do
not be deceived by devils that make false
Bible translations. In all the more popular
Bible translation in the placing of the
purchase of Spices by the women in Mark
chapter sixteen verse one is misplaced in
chapter 16 by the member of the Catholic
Church the Archbishop Stephen Langton that
has made false chapter numbers in all
translated Bibles in the world except for “The
Ekkklesia Bible translation.”
2) In all translated Bibles in the entire
world (Except for the Ekklesia Bible
translation), Stephen Langton has made a
false Bible translation in Mark chapter 16:1
for the only purpose to deceive you and to
protect the false teaching in the Catholic
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Catechism about the false resurrection of the
Christ on a Sunday morning.
Let me state this fact again and I will make
this so clear and emphatic so that for your
eternal salvation you have no excuse, Mark
16 verse one teaching the purchase of Spices
in all popular Bible translations is a false
Bible translation and the misplacing the
purchase of spices in the wrong chapter is
made a hard contradiction of the parallel
record of the purchase of Spices in Luke
23:56.
Do you allow Stephen Langton of the
Catholic Church to make in your Bible a
false Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2 that if
you believe this false Bible translation you
will be deceived and separated from God and
from out of the hand of God? I you are
deceived by Mark 16:1-2, God will place
your spirit in the hand of Stephen Langton
who is in the hand of Constantine because in
Bible translations, Stephen Langton is in the
hand of Constantine that was the first made
laws (edict of Constantine AD 21) the change
in Bible Set times of God and has deceived
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you. If you believe the false Bible translation
of Stephen Langton of the Catholic Church,
then in prophecy God will give you over to
become the disciple of Stephen Langton who
is in the hand of Constantine.
This false Bible translation is made only for
the purpose to deceive you into believing that
Christ resurrected after midnight on Sunday
morning.
3) In Mark chapter sixteen verse two in all
the more popular Bible translations it was
John Wycliffe, a member of the Catholic
church that will copy the words of blasphemy
(words that hinder the teaching of the Holy
Spirit) are the blasphemous words “First day
of the week (of the pagan seven sky gods)
words that are a direct copy only from out of
the Catholic Catechism.”Mark 16: 1-2 is the
false Bible translation made with the purpose
to say that Christ resurrected on a Sunday
morning.
Look at any Bible translation or look at the
true translation of Mark 16:1 or in Luke
23:56 and see the hard contradiction in
between the record of Luke 23:56 and Mark
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16:1 in different Bible translations. Then
compare to the Ekklesia Bible translation.
In The true Ekklesia Bible, compare this
translation to the most trusted ancient
manuscripts of the Bible. For your eternal
salvation, See for your self, in the Ekklesia
Bible there are no hard contradictions in
Mark 16:1 when compared to Luke 23:56.
In the Ekklesia Bible translation, neither is
there any apparent contradiction in Mark
chapter 16:8, when most Bible translation
record will say the women did not go and tell
anyone after going to the tomb after sunrise.
Read the Ekklesia Bible translation and
compare the purchase of spices correctly
translated at the end of Mark chapter 15.
The Ekklesia Bible translation about when
the women make the purchase of spices is
before the seventh day Sabbath and in the
Ekklesia Bible translation is correctly
translated to parallel the same as the record of
Luke 23:56.
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See Ekklesia Bible translation Mark {15:47}
And Maria Magdalene and Maria the
[mother] of Joses beheld where he was laid.
{15:48} And when the [Passover] Sabbath
was past, Maria Magdalene, and Maria the
[mother] of James, and Salome, bought
spices, that they might come and anoint him.
(Take note there is -No contradiction in this
translation, see the parallel record of Luke
23:56).
Now read the true Ekklesia Bible translation
Mark Chapter
{16:1} And when [day] One of the Sabbaton
[is half past], they [the women] come [again]
to the tomb when the sun was risen. {16:2}
And they were saying among themselves,
Who shall roll roll away the stone from the
door of the tomb for us? {16:3} and looking
up, they see that the stone is rolled back: for
it was exceeding great. {16:4} And entering
into the tomb, they saw a young man sitting
on the right side, arrayed in a white robe; and
they were amazed. {16:5} And he said unto
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them, Be not amazed: you seek Y’ehsus, the
Nazarene, who has been crucified: he is risen;
he is not here: behold, the place where they
laid him! {16:6} But go, tell his disciples and
Petros, He goes before you into Galilee: there
shall you see him, as he said unto you.
{16:7} And they went out, and fled from the
tomb; for trembling and astonishment had
come upon them: and [this last visit to the
tomb] they said nothing to any one; for they
were afraid.
Take again take careful note, there is no
apparent hard contradiction in this translation
record of Mark 16:7 in the Ekklesia Bible
translation. After the third visit of these
women to the tomb at sun rise, There is no
reason for the women to go and tell anyone
because some twelve hours earlier these same
women went and they did tell others that the
Christ has risen.
The Roman Emperor Constantine thought
that he was ans earth god and in the early
fourth Century the Emperor Constantine
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hated and he stopped allowing the purpose of
the court (or council) of the Ekklesia of
Christ. The purpose of Ekklesia is made by
God to stop false teaching (see Acts chapter
15). It was Constantine that stopped Ekklesia
started the first “church” (the Latin name
Circe), the first church ever to exist on planet
earth. Every member of every church will
fight you up on wall and down to other to
promote pgan word “church” and the pagan
doctrines of the Catholic “Sunday,” the first
day of the pagan week of the seven sky gods
as the true pagan resurrection day of their
false but a pagan “Christ.”
Matthew 24:5 For many shall come in my
name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive
many.
Matthew {24:24} For there shall arise false
Christs, and false prophets, and shall show
great signs and wonders; so as to lead astray,
if possible, even the elect.
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God gives the warning it is possible for the
holy people of God to be deceived in false
Bible translations of the “Set Times” of God
and the change in the laws of God (see
Daniel 7:25).
Take note what the true Christ is teaching. If
you are the holy people of God then you are
the elect of our God. Then only you can
make it impossible for the teaching of a
pagan Christ to lead you astray or only you
can refuse to allow the possibility of the false
teaching of the pagan false Christ to deceive
you. You as the elect of God must make it
totally impossible to be deceived, because
you will go to the most trusted ancient
languages of the Bible and you will not stop
until you know for certain where you stand in
Bible truth about this Bible translation of
Mark 16:1-2. We know this to be a fact
according to the prophecy of Daniel 7:25-26
the prophecy is the holy elect of our God will
never allow self to stay deceived in false
Bible translations. According to the record of
the prophecy of Daniel, he is saying the
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deceived Holy people of God in their false
Bible translations will restore truth to the
translated Bible records of Mark 16:1. Daniel
said that when the “Set Times” and and when
the “Laws of God are restored to the holy
people of God” “{7:27} And the kingdom
and the dominion, and the [restored]
greatness of the kingdom under the whole
heaven, shall be given to the people of the
Holy People of the Most High: his kingdom
is an everlasting kingdom, and the entire rule
of all nations shall serve and obey Him [The
Most high God]. Whe the holy people of God
restore True Bible Set Times to worship and
when the holy people resored the laws of
God to the New Testament to this day they
are bein restored by the holy people of God
in the Ekklesia Bible translations.
You as the Holy elect of God will humble self
as a little Child and open to what you can see
in the true Bible records for your eternal
salvation. I have watched our holy brethren
immediately repent of their paganism in
worship to a false Christ on a Sunday
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morning resurrection. Sadly there are
multitudes of Holy People of God giving us
warning that only a few will restore truth to
find the way to eternal life.
The false Bible translations of Mark 16:1-2 is
the most dangerious, the most deceptive, the
most evil Bible translation ever made by
members of the Catholic Church to deceive
the innocent and the unsuspecting Holy
People of God.
For your eternal salvation, learn who are the
devils but the members of the Catholic
Church that has made false Bible translations
to deceive you in your Bible translation of
Mark 16:1-2.
For your eternal salvation this translation of
Mark 16:1-2 is the most dangerous of all
Bible translations. This one false Bible
translation has damned multitudes of
unsuspecting believers and this false Bible
translation robs billions of people from
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learning truth in how to worship God in spirit
and in truth.
You question -How could the simple
purchase of spices on a Sunday morning
deceives anyone and how could this total
deception of Mark 16:1-2 be made so severe
that to believe this false translation will cause
anyone to lose their eternal life?
We did show very clear the prophecy when
the holy people of God that are –in the
everlasting kingdom of God (the kingdom of
Christ) are deceive by the wicked ruler
Constantine of the Catholic Church (in your
bible translaions “Change Set times to
worship,”” change laws of God” with word
of blasphemy remove the true word Ekklesia
and add the word church, remove the word
Sabbaton and add the false pagan word
Week. , then God gives the holy people that
are deceived in false Bible translations over
to hand their deceiver (Daniel 7:25).
Take note “in this false translation of Mark
16:1, it is not the true word for word
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translaions of “the purchase of spices that is
dangerous. In mistranslation with the
purpose to deceive the holy people of God it
is the “Time” that the wicked Bible
translators translates the women purchase
spices is made on Sunday morning that
makes this false Bible translation so
dangerous. All other Bible translations are
saying the Christ resurrected at dusk of the
evening of the Day Mia Sabbaton (a time
parallel to the pagan dusk of Saturday night).
Not one other Bible record of the resurrection
is saying the Christ resurrects on the first day
of the week as in Mark 16:1. The women
after midnight of Sunday is translated to
purchase spices after midnight makes an
absolute near perfect and airtight and most
deceiving statement that the Christ must
resurrect on the pagan day of Sunday.
Then to say the women purchase spices on
Sunday morning completely renders all other
Bible translations of the resurrection moment
on the beginning night of the day Mia as all
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other records of the resurrection are made
hard contradictions to the catholic translation
of Mark 16:21-2. So all the deceived Bible
translators will twist truth of the all other
records of resurrection moment to make all
records of the resurrection to parallel to the
record of the Catholic translation of Mark
16:1-2.
What ever you do for your salvation, decide
for your precious eternal life to become a
scholar of “Bible Set times of God.” I
promise you will see that out side the
prerequisites that our heavenly Father
commands that we must do to be saved, a
complete study of Bible Set Times of God it
is the most precious and the most needed
Bible study that you must make for your
eternal salvation.
What is so strange, In my seventy years in
this special Bible study I have never met just
one person who has mastered this Bible study
of Bible time and “Set Time Events of God.”
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Every sign give from God, is created to put
awesome convincing power in the Bible.
Study to see the power of our God to
convince is giving from only in true Bible
“time” and in the paralleling of awesome
astronomical miracles in “set time events.”
The False Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2
removes from the Bible records every time
parallel of the astronomical miracles of God
that put great convincing power in the gospel
of Christ. Take note, because of the false
Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2 there is no
Bible teachers thundering the proofs in the
awesome time parallels of the astronomical
miracles of God. Be honest have you heard
anyone teaching from the Bible Set Time
Parallels of awesome astronomical miracles
of God that make the gospel in the Bible
awesome and believable?
The false record of Mark 16:1-2 is teaching
about the women making the purchase of
spice on the way to the tomb of the pagan
Christ of a pagan Sunday resurrection. This
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false record of Mark 16:1-2 is misplaced to
be a purchase of spices-after the seventh day
Sabbath that should read to be this purchase
of spices was after the -Passover Sabbath and
-not after the seventh day Sabbath. .
Qualify Mark 6:1-2, If the record of the
resurrection truly said the Christ resurrects on
the day of the pagan sun god then the Christ
of the resurrection day would be a pagan
superstition and a pagan christ in a false
worship.
If the women did purchase spices on a record
of “Sunday” morning then that record
destroys and removes other records of the
resurrection moment as not being at dusk of
“Day one of the Sabbaton.”In other records
of the resurrection moment is a time parallel
to dusk of the night of the day Mia which is a
time parallel to Saturday night some twelve
hours before the sunrise visit to the tomb by
the women.
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If Christ did truly resurrect at sunrise on
Sunday, this would demand that the entire
Bible records must be written in the ancient
pagan calendar of the artificial measure of
“week days of the seven pagan sky gods. If
Christ resurrects on the first pagan week day
of the seven pagan sky gods then the “Set
Times” of the pagan god of the Bible would
all be truly written in the pagan artificial time
mode.
This placing the purchase of spices in Mark
16:1-2 is saying that a pagan god of the Bible
used clocks to keep his Bible time and the
pagan god of the Bible wants you to use a
clock to measure Bible times and the pagan
times set by a pagan god.
The Bible translated in the artificial time
mode rips from out of the true Bible records
awesome and convincing “signs of time” give
to holy people from God.
In records of the natural time mode God give
convincing Signs to show the holy people of
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God His awesome astronomical Miracles in
the most convincing time Parallels but when
mistranslated in Mark 16:1-2 the pagan
artificial time mode removes from the Bible
record every amazing astronomical miracle
of God in set time parallels. If you have never
read the Ekklesia Bible translated in the
natural time Mode, you have no idea the
meaning of Bible time parallels of the
astronomical miracles of God made to
convince that the Bible is from God.
Make this Bible Study of the creation in the
natural time mode and see awesome
astronomical miracles of God made in many
different Time Parallels.
1) The first record of an Astronomical
miracle of God is made in the creation of the
dark and the Universe (Genesis 1:1-2).
2) The Astronomical Miracle in a time
parallel, The resurrection moment of the
Christ at the beginning of dark on the Greek
day Mia Sabbaton, a time parallel to the
exact same moment of the astronomical
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Miracle of the creation of the dark and the
universe.
3) The Astronomical Miracle in time
Parallel to the creation of the dark and the
universe, see this awesome time parallel to
the astronomical Miracle of the resurrection
moment of the Christ and also in Acts 2:1-3,
the Greek word “Sum-plee-roo” the time of
the filling up to the full of the all night
celebration of Pentecost.
If you believe false Bible translations the
Pentecost is a measured from midnight and
you can never see this awesome time
parallels of God. The all night celebration of
Pentecost begins with dusk of the evening.
The time Parallel of the astronomical miracle
The creation of the dark and the universe, the
astronomical miracle sofa the awesome
resurrection moment of the Christ ad the
same exact time parallel of the astronomical
miracle of the holy spirit falling upon the
apostles to give a great power of God to
convince the gospel is from God. All
astronomical miracles of God are give on a
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time parallel to the same exact moment of the
beginning night of day one of the Sabbaton.
Can you begin imagine as a holy disciple of
Christ the of power of God to convince the
world of the Atheist and the Bible Agnostics
in all Bible translations only if these
awesome convincing time parallels of
astronomical miracles were translated
correct.
4) To put awesome convincing power in
the gospel of Christ, the Bible writers can not
make astronomical miracles of God to
parallel one to the other.
You can only see written Time Parallels of
astronomical Miracles of God by translating
the Bible only in the natural time mode. Read
the Ekklesia Bible and the power of God to
convince the Bible is from God Genesis 1:15. Acts 2:1. Mat 28:1; Mark 16:1; Luke 24:1
John 20:1 and Hebrews 1:5-9.
Take note and read the Ekklesia Bible that is
translated only in the natural time mode and
then compare the resurrection translated in
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the Ekklesia Bible to the other Bible
translations made in the artificial time mode.
See in most translated Bible Mark 16:1-2,
This false Bible translation made in pagan
artificial time mode destroys the power of
God to make true believers in God and in the
Bible.
To translate the record of the purchase of
spices after the seventh day Sabbath removes
from the Bible records all the fulfilling of the
prophecies of Bible “Set Time events.”
God gives warning in the prophecy (Daniel
7:25-26) that the Bible “Set Times” of God
will be “changed” by a wicked ruler. In this
prophecy of Daniel, Daniel 7:25-26 is giving
us the warning that the holy people of God in
the everlasting kingdom of God will be
deceived about “Set Times of God.” Daniel
gives the warning that when the holy people
of God are deceived, God will give the holy
people over to the hand of their deceiver. Do
not let devils deceive you in this prophecy
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right before your eyes you can see this
prophecy is fulfilled in the great falling away
of the holy people of God.
The entire ancient languages of the Bible are
written only in the Natural time mode. To
translate the Bible in the artificial time mode
destroys every sign from God that puts
greatest power to convince that the gospel is
from Christ.
In Mark 16:1-2 All Signs from God are
removed because of this one Bible translation
that is made in the artificial time mode that
requires a clock to measure week days from
midnight. In astronomy the pagan week days
are the artificial time measure is a false time
of the ancient calendar of the pagans made
with clocks.
“Sunday” (the day of the sun god) is not a
time measure of a dark and light solar day
made only with the eye only in the natural
time mode.
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Mark 16:1-2 is misplaced to deceive you into
thinking the entire Bible is written in the
artificial pagan time keeping mode.
There is a Bible time conspiracy made by the
members of the Catholic Church to deceive
the holy people of God.
The entire “Time Conspiracy” of the Catholic
Church and the false teaching of the Catholic
Catechism rest entirely on Mark 16:1-2. The
entire Catholic Catechism is supported only
by the false teaching that the women
purchase spices after the seventh day
Sabbath.
Restore truth in Bible translation of Mark
16:1 by moving the purchase of spices back
to the end of chapter 15, and this restoration
of truth will destroy forever the backbone of
the Catholic Catechism in their false Sunday
morning resurrection of their Christ.
The true record of Luke 23:56 in all Bible
translations altogether contradict the Catholic
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Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2. The true
record of Luke declares the women first will
rest on the “Passover high Sabbath” and then
after the Passover Sabbath, the women will
return to purchase spices before the seventh
day Sabbath. Then the women will purchase
spices before the seventh day Sabbath. After
the women purchase spices before the
seventh day Sabbath the same women will
rest on the Seventh day Sabbath. Then the
same women will bring the Spices to the
tomb of Christ as the end of the Sabbath day
which end of the Sabbath day is at dusk dark
of the evening
Take note If it were true in Mark 16:1-2, that
the women did purchase spices after the
seventh day Sabbath and as is mistranslated
in Mark 16:2 or after Midnight on Sunday,
then this would established that the entire
Bible is written in what astronomers identify
as the artificial time mode of the pagan
calendar of the ancient Egyptians and the
Romans. The artificial measure of the
“week” days of the seven pagan sky gods.
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The artificial time mode is the seven day
solar cycles of the week of the names of the
seven pagan sky gods.
Now who is the greatest of Bible scholars
that will debate to try and defend before all
that the translated days of the translated Bible
“week” are -not all named after seven pagan
sky gods?
So who will debate before all that the day of
the sun god or the week day of the day of the
week or Sunday or the week day of the
moon God Monday or the week day of Tiw a
war god is not all named after pagan gods of
the Bible “week.” Who are you that will
debate to defend the name of war god Woden
or the pagan god Oden of Wednesday is not
names of pagan gods. Who will debate to
defend that the name Thursday is not a week
day named after the thunder god names
Thurgan. Who are you that will defend the
Bible “week” day of Friday is not named to
give glory and honor of a week to of a pagan
goddess of Friday? Now stand up and be
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counted you who will defend the Bible week
days of the seven pagan sky gods. Who will
defend the Bible “week” day of Saturday, the
pagan week day of Saturday that is named
after the pagan god Saturn, named to give
glory and honor to the pagan god that kills
and eats humans? Truth is the word “week”
is not written just once in the entire Bible.
What a stupid person that would debate to try
and defend as the pagan Bible days of the
week of the seven sky gods.
Where and who is the champion defenders of
the week of the seven pagan sky gods? I can
not get just one person to debate to support
before all their members, their false
translated Bible the pagan week day of the
pagan seven days of the seven sky gods.
If the women purchase spices on Sunday, or
on the day of the sun god or Sunday, the first
day of the week of the seven sky gods, then
the god of the Bible would be no less than
just another pagan god.
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As a fact if Mark 16:1-2 was a correct Bible
translation, then the purchase of spices is on
the day of the sun god, then the Bible is
written in the week days of the seven sky
gods and this would establish the god of the
Bible is nothing more that another pagan god.
Do not over look this fact, all that worship
according to the week of the seven pagan sky
gods all the worship of Christians on a week
day in their worship made in pagan worship
made only to a pagan god.
Mark 16:1-2, This purchase of spices on
Sunday would prove the entire Bible is
written in the ancient pagan artificial measure
of a calendar designed by pagans.
Some complain because they don’t like being
accused of their worship made in the full
word description of their false translated
Bible word “week” day of the seven sky gods
as being expressed that they as “Christians”
are giving glory and honor to the pagan sky
god of Sunday.
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If any dare debate us before your
congregation about the word “week”
belonging as a part of any Bible translation,
You must prove that your
Bible translated word “week” is a word
equivalent to the Hebrew word “Shebuah” or
the Greek “Sabbaton.” Not on you eternal life
is the word “Week” the word equivalent to
the Hebrew word Shebuah or the Greek word
Sabbaton. In the entire Bible there is no
word equivalent to the pagan word “Week”
or a “month” of “weeks.”
In the ancient past the word “Month” at one
time was meaning only the “Moon.” Today
the modern word “month” is used only to
describe the pagan “weeks” of the seven sky
gods.
A pagan Bible “week” is the artificial
measure of solar cycles of names of the seven
pagan sky gods. Anyone that is keeping in
their worship to their pagan god of their
pagan Bible “week” is only proving that their
god of their Bible is as pagan as you can get.
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How more pagan can you get than to keep
the pagan -Bible “week” day of the seven
pagan sky gods?
We would just love to debate this subject
before any congregation and reveal to the
congregation the paganism in worship is
made to a pagan god before that congregation
of people that keep the pagan resurrection of
their pagan christ on their pagan Sunday or
the first day of their pagan week of their
seven pagan sky gods.
For your salvation in this Bible study we give
this gestalt. Learn how The God of creation
in the entire Bible
measures all his
Bible days is
measured with
only one
revolution of the
earth upon it axis.
First there is
measured only one
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whole dark period in the creation and the
whole dark period is followed by one whole
light period. Genesis 1:1-2 In the creation
God creates the Dark before He creates the
Light.
Measure only one revolution of the earth
upon it’s axis to get first only one whole dark
period followed by only one whole light
period in the eye measure of the first day of
creation.
In the artificial measure of the pagan Sunday,
there must exist the clock to measure
artificially -two completely opposite dark
periods in the measure to make the pagan
Bible “week” day of Sunday,” or the first day
of the week of the pagan sun god.
Look at the differences in the pagan day of
the Sun god or Sunday. The day Sunday
(Friday of the week) is not a “natural eye
measure” of a Bible solar day. Mark 16:1-2
“Sunday” or First day of the pagan Bible
week is identified by astronomers as an
artificial measure of a solar day. The pagan
Bible Sunday is measured to begin at
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midnight and is measured artificially with a
clock with two totally altogether different
dark periods. Do not over look this fact that
in the time clock measure Sauna (firs day of
the pagan week),”there is TWO entirely
Separate dark Periods in the artificial
measure of the pagan Sunday.
To get two complete opposing dark periods
for Sunday you must artificially borrow from
-two totally different revolutions of the earth
upon it’s axis. Sunday must be measured
with a clock from midnight with two
completely different revolutions of the earth
upon it’s axis.
Any half a brain that can understand how the
pagan day of Sunday is measured should be
able to see the problem trying to translate to
make Sunday fit in the records of the Bible.
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The ancient pagan days of the seven sky gods
of the “week” is not written just once in any
ancient manuscript of the Bible, neither is the
words that describe a Solar day of Sunday
not written just once in the entire Bible. Not
once in the entire Bible is there even a hint to
a name for a solar day by the name of “the
first day of the week” of the seven sky gods.
There is no hint to the artificial measure
(needing a clock) to measure a “week” or a
“Month” of weeks written just once in the
entire Bible. All Bible translations that
translate Sunday or the first day of the week
are all false Bible translations.
To start chapter 16 with the purchase of
spices Mark 16:1 is establish only for the
Catholic church and her members for a
Sunday resurrection for the entire different
christ only for Catholics of the Catholic
church.
Now to correct the time problem of the
purchase of spices, simply move the purchase
of spices back to the end of Chapter 15 and
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you establish that the entire Bible is written
only in the natural time mode. Then the
resurrection of the Christ is translated
correctly to occur at dusk of the evening on
day “Mia Sabbaton” (a time parallel to dusk
on the pagan Saturday night at dusk of the
evening).
Look at the Ekklesia Bible translation that
shows the time the women make the purchase
of spices is after the Passover Sabbath and it
is the time -before the seventh day Sabbath
that the women make the purchase of the
spices. Then the women are said to rest on
the seventh day Sabbath before they bring the
spices to the tomb -after the seventh day
Sabbath. The record of Matthew 28:1 says
that the women bring the spices using the
Same words of the entombment (the Greek
Epiphosko) lighting up dark of the evening
on “day one of the Sabbaton. The women
bring spices to the tomb just and the
resurrection moment of the Christ (see
Ekklesia Bible translation of Matthew 28:1).
Again that resurrection moment of the Christ
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is a time parallel to Saturday night at dusk of
the evening.
In the record of the seven day solar cycle that
Christ is crucified (the 14th day of the moon
Abib, the fourth day of creation, there is
counted two Sabbath Days, the Passover high
Sabbath day and also the seventh day
Sabbath. See Luke 23:49} And all his
acquaintance, and the women that followed
with him from Galilee, stood afar off, seeing
these things. {23:50} And behold, a man
named Joseph, who was a councilor, a good
and righteous man {23:51} (he had not
consented to their counsel and deed), [a man]
of Arimathaea, a city of the Jews, who was
looking for the kingdom of God: {23:52} this
man went to Pilate, and asked for the body of
Y’ehsus. {23:53} And he took it down, and
wrapped it in a linen cloth, and laid him in a
tomb that was hewn in stone, where never
man had yet lain. {23:54} And it [the
crucifixion] was [on] the day the Preparation
[for the Passover], and the [high Passover]
Sabbath was [epiphosko] beginning to light
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up the night [of the new day for the time to
eat the Passover]. {23:55} And the women,
who had come with him out of Galilee,
followed after, and beheld the tomb, and how
his body was laid.
{23:56} And they [the women] returned
[after the Passover Sabbath], and prepared
spices and ointments. And on the [seventh]
Sabbath [day] they rested according to the
commandment. This translation is amplified
but the same thought for thought as in all
other Bible translations.
Now do you see the hard contradiction
from Luke 23:56 in this false translation of
Mark 16:1-2 in the New International Version
(NIV) Take note the translators say that
“Jesus Has Risen.”
Mark 16:1 When the Sabbath was over, Mary
Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, and
Salome bought spices so that they might go
to anoint Jesus’ body.
2 Very early on the first day of the week, just
after sunrise, they were on their way to the
tomb.
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True “Christ has risen” but this record of the
purchase of Spices on Sunday is a hard
contradiction to say the women purchase
spices -after midnight of Sunday because the
first day of the week is Sunday and Sunday
begins at Midnight.
Can you see the hard contradiction between
Mark 16:1 and Luke 23:56?
Give this article to a preacher or other Bible
teachers. The deceptive and the most
dangerous of all false Bible mistranslation is
Mark 16:1 -2. This is a false Bible translation
that rips the power of God to convince from
out of the Bible. In the information age this
one false Bible translation has made “the
deceptions causing the great falling away”
and this one false Bible mistranslation (Mark
16:1-2) is the cause of the division of every
fast movement of the holy people of God.
Because of this one false Bible translation
(and others), the false Bible of Holy People
of God can not keep holy people together and
their false translated Bibles can not keep
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from dividing. It is the dividing that stops
multiplying to make believers in The New
Information age. Instead of convincing the
new members this false Bible translation of
Mark 16:1-2 instead creates division and
makes unbelievers in the Bible.
Be honest have you seen Bible religious
movements on fire and they are multiplying
new Members by the multiplied thousands?
The great movement is on fire and they are
planting new churches all over the entire
world but after the members begin to read
and become educated in their false translated
Bibles and when the member compare their
false Bible to scientific facts discovered in
the information age then the on fire
movement begin to split and they splinter
from that once being on fire, and it is their
false Bible translation that destroys the fire of
that movement. Because Mark 16:1-2 is so
well camouflaged in a false Bible translation
the members of the movement can not see
why the fire of their greatest movement for
God was near totally destroyed. The holy
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members of the movement do not know why
they are made to divide as they split and they
splinter into hating one another into divided
groups. Each divided group justifying self
and hating the other as the cause of the split
is the fault of the other. Without the
established tool of the Ekklesia of Christ to
keep the holy people from dividing and as
only a passive “Church” there is no way to
stop the hatred and to keep the holy people of
God together. All they know as a members
of the movement, it is only the work of the
Devil that has wrecked and has divided and
put out the fire of their wonderful world wide
movement. Lost is the fire of their most
amazing work of making a multitude of holy
people unto God.
God of the Bible creates His Ekklesia to
protect truth in Bible translations. So with the
established Ekklesia why is it possible that
you have a dangerous false Bible translation
of Mark 16:1-2? You did not have the
established Ekklesia of Christ to stop you
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from making false Bible translations that
cause division.
Starting in the early fourth Century
Constantine of the Catholic Church hated the
purpose in conduct of the established
Ekklesia of Christ. Because Constantine
could not change any Bible records or change
instructions in the gospel of Christ because
the established Ekklesia of Christ must
challenge anyone trying to changes the
instruction written in the Bible.
In the early fourth century, the only way
Constantine who started the Catholic Church
and the Catholic Catechism (is Instructions)
He could make changes in Bible records of
the instructions in the Bible. Constantine to
change Bible instructions first he had to stop
the conduct of the court of the Ekklesia of
Christ. The Ekklesia of Christ is established
by God to protect truth of the Bible. See in
Acts chapter 15 how the conduct of Ekklesia
stops all false teaching of the Holy People of
God and the Bible. Constantine to change
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the instruction from the Bible he must first
stop the purpose or conduct of the warfare of
the Ekklesia of Christ and he started “a Circe
of Christ” in what would after about one
thousand and sixty four years later the Latin
name “Circe” of Christ” evolves to become a
“Church of Christ.” (Read our many articles
of the time conspiracies made by the Catholic
Church to deceive the Holy People of God).
Believe most Modern astrophysicists,
geologists and Scientist that are telling you
the same truth about true Bible “time’ and the
true “Set times” of God in the Bible.
The records of creation in the Bible are
teaching against the Catholic Church and
against false Bible translation made first by
the Catholic Church. In Genesis chapter one,
take careful note in the first three days of
creation, there is no sun, no moon and no
stars created to make a time measure from
midnight of two dark periods of a twenty four
hour solar week day or a “Sunday.”
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When there is no creation of the Sun it is
impossible to have a Bible modern Catholic
“Sunday” or a Catholic Bible “first day of the
week” (of the seven sky gods).
For your eternal salvation it is important to
know that the solar days of God are is never
to be measured artificially with a Clock from
midnight. All days of God in the entire Bible
begin to be measured naturally only with
your eyes from dusk of the evening. We warn
you that your salvation depends on knowing
truth in how God measures the cycle of solar
days for the holy people of God. If you do
not learn truth how God measures His days of
the Sabbaton, you will not get correct the
astronomical miracle of the true resurrection
moment of the Christ. You will never just
once see the awesome power of the gospel of
Christ in astronomical time parallels that put
great power in the truth of the gospel of
Christ. Study with us from the Ekklesia Bible
translation to restore truth to the Bible
Salvation for the holy people of God.
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Are you striving to be saved as a Holy Person
of God? As a Holy person of God do you
allow Devils to translate for your Salvation
any of the instruction that God demands of
you as prerequisites for your eternal
salvation? God warns you all through the
Bible records that devils translate to make
false Bibles with false “instructions”
(Doctrine). Devils make false Bible
translations with false instructions from a
pagan god and they deceive you in learning
how to be saved.
Hear this very important instruction from
God.
1Tomothy {4:15} Be diligent in these things;
give yourself wholly to them; that your
progress may be manifest unto all. {4:16}
Take heed to yourself, and to the instructions.
Continue in these things; for in doing these
[lawful works] you shall save both yourself
and them that hear you.
Be honest, for you salvation how much time
do you spend in making certain from the
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most trusted Ancient Languages of the Bible
are you reading your instructions from God
by making certain you perfect truth in true
Bible Translations.
We the Ekklesia of Christ give the holy
people of God warning that Devils make
false Bible translations in all the more
popular Bibles. Beware and accept the
warning from Christ for your eternal
salvation, Devil’s have made false Bible
translation to deceive the Holy People of God
and the most Dangerous of all Bible
Translations is made by devils is found in
Mark 16-1-2. This false translation of these
two verses appears to be a harmless Bible
translation to the novice but take note Mark
16:1-2 also appears harmless even to the
most highly educated so called university
“Doctors of the Bible.”
“The Twelve Days of Christmas” was
written in England as one of the “catechism
songs” to help young Catholics become
better pagans.
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The greatest life time deception for your
children in the Catholic Catechism is to teach
the superstition taught in this false Birth of
Christ on the twenty-fifth day of December.
The greatest fantasy and deception made by
the Catholic Church for Adults in the
Catholic Catechisms and in the Bible
transients made first by the Catholic church is
the false story of the resurrection moment of
the Christ on the day of the sun god. The
Catholic Church is the first to teach that
Christ resurrect on a Sunday morning to join
the worship of Christians to pagan worship
made to the sun god Mithras on Sunday
morning. The Catholic Church programs
Children to live in a dream world of fiction
and fantasy a world of superstition make
believe that their pagan Christ was born on
the pagan 25th day of the December. The day
of the birth of the pagan god Martha was
born out a rock of out of mother earth named
Mary. Then to betray the trust of Children is
tell them that there is a Santa Clause that will
bring their gifts to them on the night on the
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day that “Jesus” is the same as the god Mehta
was born.
For your Eternal salvation Set you mind to
become a highly educated Student of “Bible
natural time mode” and then learn all truth of
the awesome time parallels of the
astronomical miracles showing that God put
the most awesome convincing power in the
gospel of Christ. See the power of God in
signs of “Set Times” of God to worship.
The signs and the power to convince that
God exist and the proof to make believers in
God and proof God gives to His holy people
signs from God that prove to the most
doubtful that the Bible is from God is found
written only in true translated Bible natural
Time mode.
You must make you Bible studies of Bible
Time only from the ancient languages of the
Bible or from the Ekklesia Bible translation.
All the more popular and near all of the not
so popular Bible translations are
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mistranslated to deceive the holy people of
God.
Because of false Bible translations of “Bible
Time” For over eighty years we have
watched right before our eyes the holy
believers in God are being made unbelievers
because of the scientific facts about our
environment discovered in the New
Information age about Bible “Time.”
The more scientific facts of our environment
and the more truth discovered in this
information age about “Time” the more the
Holy People of God are being made
unbelievers because false translation of Mark
16:1-2 about Bible “time” that does not
harmonize with scientific facts of “time”
discovered in the New information age.
Do not overlook this fact “The New
Information Age” is now fulfilling prophecy
of God. Believe this fact, The New
information age is purposely being made by
God for the holy people of God. The
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information age will prove God exist only if
we have true Bible translations. Think about
this fact and believe it, when all Translated
Bibles restore truth in the translated Bible, it
is knowledge found in the new information
age that will cause holy people of God to
multiply by the billions.
The information age of the telegraph, the
telephone, the Radio, the TV The information
age is the modern Communication made
such as the internet and the modern printing
is made with purpose by God to help to revel
in a true Bible translations to multiply the
holy people of God by the billions.
Today in the New Information Age in the
discoveries about “time” in our environment
can not begin to multiply holy people only
because of false Bible translations does not
harmonize with the facts discovered in new
information age.
Now it is not just scientific information about
new discoveries of “Time” alone that is
making unbelievers out of people that were
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once Holy Believers in God. It is false Bible
translations together with a world of
affluence (riches) that is the cause of
multitudes of holy believers in God are being
made unbelievers in the facts of scientific
discovered in New Information age. We need
to restore the awesome power of truth in
Bible translations that will cause the
astrophysicists the scientists, the geologist
and others that God exist and show with
power that the Bible is from God.
In the new Information age because of false
Bible translations make cripple the few Holy
people of God can not possible begin to
multiply by the multiplied millions only
because of this one false Bible translation
Mark 16:1-2 is supporting many other false
Bible translations about other false
translations of Bible “Set Times of God.”
If this false Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2
is not corrected to the holy people of God
that false Bible translation remains to this day
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then the holy people of God are being made
unbelievers because of Mark ‘16:1-2.
Many Holy believers in God are being made
unbelievers and the unbelievers are going off
into a lost depravity and unless Mark 16:1-2
is corrected in Bible translations it will be
centuries before the holy people of God do
restore truth to be able to multiply holy
people in this new information age.
We watch now for near fifty years to see how
the world of Bible believers accept
restoration of the Ekklesia of Christ and truth
of restoring the resurrection moment of the
Christ to the holy people of God. So not to
worry, restoration is being made and the
entire world of Holy People of God are in a
horrendous struggle to fulfill prophecy of
restoring truth to the holy people of God in
true Bible translations.
Run a search for restoring the true Word
“Ekklesia.” I made this internet search for the
word “Ekklesia” in the year 2000 and there
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were less than one hundred hits. on the
important Bible word Ekklesia removes from
Bible translations by those that hate the
purpose of warfare of the Ekklesia.
You Run a search today on the internet and
see how the name “Ekklesia” of Christ is
being restored to the holy people of God.
Run another search “Who gave pagan names
to their Bible days of the “week” of the seven
pagan sky gods?”
Here is one Answer: The Babylonians named
their days after the five planetary bodies
known to them (Tuesday through Saturday)
and after the Sun and Moon (Sunday and
Monday).
Who will accept the this true answer?
The ancient Egyptians start their Days of the
week at midnight, the cycle of solar days that
requires two revolutions of the earth upon it’s
axis to get two complete opposite or two
altogether different dark periods for one
artificial measure of one day. The “week” of
the pagans requires that you have a man
made instrument to measure the hours of the
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“week days” of the seven pagan sky gods in
false Bible translations.
Do you agree that the pagan god of the week
days of the Bible is just as pagan as the same
gods of the Babylonians and the Egyptians?
There still exist “The Great Falling Away of
the holy people of God.” It is true for over
seventeen hundred years the larger groups of
“Christians” are keeping a total different time
keeping system which is a pagan time
keeping system for their translated Bibles.
This pagan time keeping that is mistranslated
in the Bible by the devils for their pagan
Bibles but know this for a Fact, False Bible
translations will never stand in the New
Information age of the twenty first century.
Here is truth in the fulfilling the prophecy of
Daniel, the book of Revelation and others
prophecies of the apostles. When false Bible
translations of “Set times” of God to worship
are restored to the holy people of God, when
the laws of God in Bible translation are
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restored, when words and names of
blasphemy are removed from false Bible
translations then the prophet Daniel reveals to
us that the rule of the entire world will obey
and serve God. See Daniel 7:27 and believe
the world has never seen how fast they will
multiply holy People of God with true Bible
translations in the New Information age.
No one can deny this prophecy, in the
restoration of the holy people of God, Bible
set times, the laws of God and the restoring
of the Ekklesia of Christ then the entire world
will serve and obey God.
Before the coming of the new information
age, false Bible translations could fool the
holy people of God, but in the new
information age false Bible translations must
be removed from the Bible before believing
holy people can begin to multiply holy
people of God by the multiplied billions.
Bible History of Bible time and the Set times
of God is the answer to our problems of
making holy believers in God in the New
Information Age. We have hundreds of
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articles made over forty years warning the
holy people of God to come out of their
paganism of the Catholic church and their
Sunday resurrection or God will surely reject
them
To restore the power of God to convince the
Bible is from God, we must Restore the
natural time mode that is established by God
for the entire Bible.
Beware of The Devil’s Most Dangerous Bible
Translation is found mistranslated in Mark
16-1-2
Everywhere in the Bible you have been
warned that Devils make false Bible
translations. Mark 16:1-2 is the most
dangerous of all false Bible translation that is
made by devils in all the most popular Bibles
and also in most all the not so popular Bible
translations.
Devils will also translate their Bibles to
teach false, when they teach that the Christ is
lying when he gives us the warning that the
Holy People of God can be deceived by
devils and the deception made by devils in
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false Bible translations will cause the holy
people to lose their salvation.
Mistranslated In all the most popular Bibles
and in near all the not so popular Bibles,
Mark 16:1-2 a false Bible translation made
by the devils to appear to be completely
harmless but like a hidden rattle snake after
one is bitten
Mark 16:1-2 is the most deadly of all Bible
translation in all the more popular Bible
translations.
Take careful note, to be able to deceive the
Holy People of God the Devil must first
make false Bible translations (such as in the
false record of Mark 16:1-2) The devils are
the most clever and ingenious and the most
adroit Bible translator or else it would not be
possible to mistranslate the Bible that will
deceive the Holy People of God . Holy
people of God are not stupid. As intelligent
as the holy people of God are, in Bible
prophecy the prophets of God give warning
that the Holy People of God will be deceived
and in their deceit God will give the deceived
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holy people over to the hand of their wicked
deceiver (see Daniel 7:25 yes they are the
deceived Holy people of God in the
everlasting kingdom.) .
Take note this prophecy is for “the
Everlasting Kingdom of God.” The Ekklesia
Bible translation Daniel {7:23} Thus he said,
The fourth beast shall be a fourth kingdom
upon earth, which shall be different from all
the kingdoms, and shall devour the entire
earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in
pieces.
Daniel {7:24} And as for the ten horns, out
of this kingdom shall ten kings arise: and
another [the eleventh horn] shall arise after
them; and he shall be different from the
[other kings], and he shall defeat three kings.
{7:25} And he [the eleventh horn] shall speak
[blasphemous] words against the Most High,
and [the blasphemous words] shall deceive
the Holy People of the Most High; and he
shall think [he can] change the set times [to
worship] and [change] the laws [of the most
high]; and they [the deceived Holy People]
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shall be given into his hand until a time and
times and the dividing [of the Holy People]
for a time.
In History the eleventh Horn is Constantine
(see the changes in “set times” to worship
from the resurrection in the evening of the
day Mia Sabbaton to the false resurrection in
the morning the day of the sun god Sunday or
the first day of the week of the seven sky
gods in the Edict of Constantine CE 321.
For your eternal salvation, if you accept this
one false translated record saying the women
coming to the empty tomb on Sunday after
Sunrise and the women will Purchase spices
after midnight on Sunday, the eternal
consequence for that false Bible translation is
so astronomical, so complex in your
deception and is made so completely
complicated by the devils that there remains
little hope for you in your total deception.
If in your mind you can not recognized this
false Bible translation of Mark 16:1 the end
results for your deception made by devils is
for you the most catastrophic more than a
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rattle snake bite. If could recognize the
damage from this deception in this false
translation you would not sleep until you
have made certain you have the truth.
Let us examine how devils make false Bible
translations in Mark 16:1-2 with the only
purpose to rob you of your eternal life.
For your eternal salvation, learn the truth
what the devils have done in false Bible
translations to deceive you such as this false
Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2.
This most dangerous Bible translation is
made by clever manipulations of the devils is
-not the only purpose devils make false Bible
translations to deceive you and rob you of
eternal life.
Devils have a more important purpose than
just wanting to deceive you; devils want to
make this false Bible translation in Mark
16:1-2 to deceive their Catholic Members
and to protect the false teaching of a Sunday
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resurrection of the Catholic Catechism that is
taught first by the Catholic Church.
We warn you that if you are made to believe
this false Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2,
may well rob you of your eternal life. You
read this verse and this record is saying that
the women purchase spices -after the seventh
day Sabbath on the day of the sun god or
Sunday which is the first day of the seven
cycles of the seven day solar “week” of the
seven sky gods. This one false Bible
translation will establish the pagan time
keeping for the entire Bible.
In astronomy the study of time the word
“week” is described in the study of time by
astronomers is identified as “solar days” that
begin to be measured artificially with
instruments at Midnight.
Bible days are not measure artificially with
clocks but are measured naturally only with
the eye from dusk of the evening.
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Archbishop Stephen Langton of the Catholic
Church has made Chapter numbers for all
translated Bibles in the entire world -except
the Ekklesia Bible translation. Take note
examine the wording of this Bible translation
is true. That is why it is hard to see why this
translation in the wrong Christ is a hard. This
true record of the purchase is placed in the
wrong chapter to deceive you. The record is
placed in the wrong chapter by the
archbishop Stephen Langton of the Catholic
Church Mark 16:1 And when the Sabbath
was past, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the
mother of James, and Salome, bought spices,
that they might come and anoint him.
Again take note a true Bible translation about
the purchase of spices but “What Sabbath is
Past?” (see the parallel verse in Luke 23:56).
Take careful note, what makes this verse
Mark 16:1 appear to be completely harmless
is, the translation of this verse is a true and
exact Bible translation. What makes this a
dangerous Bible translation is, this record of
the purchase of spices is misplaced in the
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wrong chapter with the only purpose to
deceive you and protect the Catholic
Catechism of the false sunrise resurrection on
Sunday morning..
The Reason for misplacing this record of the
purchase of spices to be made –After the
seventh day Sabbath is made by devils to
protect the false teaching of a Sunday
morning resurrection that is taught in the
Catholic Catechism.
Problems caused with Archbishop Stephen
Langton of the Catholic Church making the
most dangerous false Bible translation for
every more popular Bible translation by
placing Mark 16:1 as the purchase of spices
after midnight is placed together with the
women coming to the tomb after sunrise to
make a Sunday morning resurrection with
the purpose to support a Sunday morning
resurrection written in the Catholic
Catechism.
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Take note any Bible scholar knows the
Sabbath day ends at dusk of the evening.
Many Bible translators know that Matthew is
near impossible to be mistranslated as
Sunday. There are many Bible translators that
attempt to make a true bible translation of
Matthew. I can show a long list of Bible
translations that attempt to make a true Bible
translation of Matthew 28:1. All Bible
translators know the record of Matthew is a
making contradiction of Make 16:1 and the
purchase of spices on Sunday.
Darby in his Bible translation tries to restore
the true resurrection moment of the Christ in
Matthew.
See the Darby Bible translation Matthew
28:1 Now late on Sabbath, as it was the dusk
of the next day after Sabbath, came Mary of
Magdalene and the other Mary to look at the
sepulcher. (A near perfect Bible translation of
the first time the women come to the tomb of
the Christ on A TIME PARALLEL TO
DUSK OF SATRUDAY NIGHT.
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From the record of John and Mark, Maria
Magdalene will come altogether three times
to the empty tomb. John 1: gives two
different times Maria comes to the empty
tomb. John {20:1} Now early [evening], yet
it was dark on the day Mia [day one] of the
solar sevens, comes Maria Magdalene, unto
the tomb, and sees the stone taken away from
the tomb. A time parallel to “Early Dark” of
the pagan Saturday night.
In civil Time keeping, it was in the early dark
of Saturday night John 20:2} She runs
therefore, and comes to Simon Petros, and to
the other disciple whom Y’ehsus philo loved,
and said unto them, They have taken away
the Lord out of the tomb, and we know not
where they have laid him.
In the later dark of Saturday night Mariel
Magdalene comes back to the tome for the
second time. John {20:11} But Maria was
standing outside at the tomb weeping: so, as
she wept, she stooped and looked into the
tomb;
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In Mark we must remove the purchase of
spices from Mark 16:1 back to the end of
chapter 15, and this will make the record of
Mark 16:1 to say this will be the third time
that Maria Magdalene comes to the empty
tomb.
The Ekklesia Bible translation Mark {16:1}
And when [day] One of the Sabbaton [is half
past], they come [again] to the tomb when the
sun was risen. Maria Magdalene comes to the
tomb again the third time after sun rising on
the same solar day “Mia Sabbaton,” This is
the third visit to the tomb by Maria
Magdalene.
In Mathew 28:1 the Darby Bible translation
Darby will make this true translation of the
true resurrection moment of the Christ at
dusk of the evening after the Sabbath.
See the Greek Septuagint Leviticus 23:32
keep the Sabbaton from Dusk (even) unto
Dusk (even).
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It is evident that Darby did not know what to
do with Mark 16:1. The true translation of
Darby will make a hard contradiction in his
translation of Mark 16:1-2 to the resurrection
moment of Christ after sunrise of the first day
of the week of the seven sky gods.
It appears that Darby did not know what to
do with the dangerous false chapter
placement by the archbishop Stephen
Langton in his placement of chapters to make
the purchase of spices in Mark 16:1 instead
of placing the purchase of spices at the end of
chapter 15.
Take note the Sabbath day ends at dusk of the
evening.
A false translation of Chapter number by
Darby. Mark 16:1 ¶ And when the Sabbath
was past, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the
mother of James, and Salome, bought spices,
that they might come and anoint him. 2 And
very early on the first day of the week, they
come to the tomb when the sun was risen.
This visit is a time parallel to Sunday
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morning or the first day of the week of the
seven sky gods. This verse one is a correct
interpretation in the artificial time mode of
the sunrise visit to the tomb. It is correctly
interpreted as after sunrise on Sunday or
some twelve hours past the resurrection
moment of the Christ.
The only problem of Mark 16:1 is the record
of the purchase of spices is placed in the
wrong chapter. Now if only Darby had
moved the record of the purchase of spices
back to the end of chapter 15, his translation
of another visit to the tomb by these women
on “Sunday” the time would be correct in our
modern vernacular of the week days of the
pagan Sunday.
If Darby only moved the purchase of spices
back to the end of chapter 15 will correct the
hard contradiction of the purchase of spices
in Luke 23:56 and moving the purchase of
spices back to chapter 15 will also remove
the apparent contradiction of 16:8 (“the
women did not go and tell anyone”).
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Then to translate the resurrection moment of
the Christ to be ‘after sunrise on the day after
the Sabbath” (the Day Mia Sabbaton) is a
perfect Dynamic Equivalent in Bible
translation.
We have no room in this article to give all
Bible translations of restoring the true
resurrection moment b different Bible
translators. We will give just one more that is
amazing. Another attempt by some priest of
the Catholic church to restore in The Catholic
Christian Community Bible record of the true
resurrection of Christ. The Catholic priest
interpret the record of Matthew 28:1 to say
that the women come to the empty tomb of
the Christ at “the first star in the night.”
See this true interpretation of resurrection
record in the Christian Community Bible the
Pastoral edition of the Catholic Church in
their first printing of this Bible translation
(about 1965).
At the time this was an amazing time in
1960’s learning that there were some
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Catholic Priest of the Catholic Church trying
to restore the true resurrection moment of the
Christ to dusk of Saturday night. Amazing
these Catholic Priest were also trying to
restore true Bible time mode and restore to
the Bible records the awesome convincing
power of the set time Parallels of
astronomical miracles of God to the Bible
records. If these set time Parallels were
restored, they would restore to put a great
power in the gospel of Christ, the power of
truth will stop multitudes of Catholics from
leaving the Catholic church and a true Bible
translation will convince to multiply new
Catholic members by the millions.
Catholic priest in France are the first to
begin to try to restore in the Christian
community Bible the true resurrection
moment of Christ. Then it was because of
resistance in Catholics and Protestants in
France against a true Bible translation of the
resurrection moment of the Christ, this true
Bible translation was moved to South
America in the country of Chili. From the
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resistance of Catholics and Protestants
against an interpretation of the true
resurrection in the country of Chili this
Christian community Bible translation was
moved again from Chili to the Catholic
Church in the Philippines.
Amazing in the Philippines Catholic Priests
in the Philippines dare to make and print this
true Bible interpretation of the true
resurrection moment of Christ was when the
first star was seen in the night at dusk of
Saturday night.
It appears in the 1960’s that it will not be the
protestants that will restore to the world the
true record of the resurrection moment of the
Christ but it will be the Catholic church that
will restore the true resurrection moment of
the Christ in their Christian community Bible
translation.
It was totally amazing to see some priest of
the Catholic Church make the true translation
of the resurrection of the Christ at dusk of
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evening resurrection. In their ignorance of
what to do with Mark 16:1, all the Catholic
Priest involved with the Christian community
Bible translation kept this false record of
Mark 16:1-2 which made a hard
contradiction this New Catholic Christian
Community Bible the interpretation of an
early night resurrection of Matthew 28:1.
Because the Catholic Priest kept the false
record of Mark 16:1 in their new Bible
translation and there was a great outcry of the
Pope and other priest and members of the
Catholic Church, in their ignorance they hate
the true Bible translations of the true
resurrection moment of the Christ. So the
Pope and other high official that orders the
Catholic Church to change the interpretation
of Matthew 28:1 back to a false Bible
translation of the Sunday morning
resurrection, not knowing what to do with the
false translation made by placing the
purchase of spice in the wrong chapter in
Mark 16:1.
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In this printing of first Bible interpretation of
the resurrection on Saturday night the
Catholic Church they removed from their
true Bible translation of the true resurrection
moment of the Christ and went back to the
false translation of a Sunday morning
resurrection.
We could give a long list of Bible translations
that attempt to try and make a true bible
translation of Matthew but every attempt to
make a true Bible translation of Matthew
18:1 they do not appear to know what to do
with Mark 16:1. So they keep the false Bible
translation of Mark 16:1.
Yes it was a member of the Catholic Church,
the archbishop Stephen Langton, A devil that
has made Chapter numbers for all the more
popular Bible translations.
Did you know that all your Bible chapter
numbers are made and are very cleverly
manipulated to deceive you by the
archbishop Stephen Langton, a member of
the Catholic Church?
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In the twelfth century Archbishop Stephen
Langton made chapter numbers for the Latin
vulgate Bible translation. All translated
Bibles -except the Ekklesia Bible translation,
copy chapter numbers that are made by the
archbishop Stephen Langton for the Latin
Vulgate of the Catholic Church.
To complete this deception in your English
Bible translations, in about 1385 CE John
Wycliffe, a member of the Catholic Church
will make the first English Bible translation.
Do not believe false stories that the rulers of
the Catholic church hated John Wycliffe for
making his false Bible translations that
promote the false teaching of the Catholic
catechism for the Catholic church for all
protestants. The rulers of the Catholic church
know that if you make a Bible translations
for protestants to deceive even the holy
people of God they will protect their Catholic
members from being taught truth against the
Catholic Catechism. When the enemy of
Catholics are deceived about true Bible
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translations, will protect Catholic members
from learning truth.
The Wycliffe Bible translation is one of the
most shrewd and adroit Bible translation
made with the purpose to promote Catholic
Catechism of the Catholic church. To this day
over six hundred and fifteen years that has
been billions of people that have lived and
have been deceived from the false Bible
translation made first by John Wycliffe and
the Catholic church. The Catholic Church
making the claim to hate John Wycliffe when
John Wycliffe is the Champion deceiver
when making false Bible translations for the
protection of the Catholic Catechism.
The Wycliffe Bible translation is not a true
Bible translations from any ancient
manuscript of the Bible. The Wycliffe Bible
is a copy made only from the Latin Vulgate
made with the deception made Mark 16:-1-2
by the archbishop Stephen Langton. Wycliffe
will borrow from the Catholic Catechism
blasphemous words like “Week,” church, and
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many other false names of blasphemy
borrowed directly from out of the false
teaching of the Catholic Catechism. Take
careful note, -All the more Popular translated
Bibles copy pagan parts of the Wycliffe Bible
that are copied -not from the Latin Vulgate
but from the Catholic Catechism. The Latin
Vulgate does not have the pagan word
“Week.” The Latin Vulgate does not have the
pagan word “Church.” These names of
blasphemy are a copy from the Catholic
Catechism.
Now your Bible translators will never
translate in their false record of Mark 16:1-2
to say “the first Bible week day is a pagan
calendar of the sun god or Sunday” (or they
will never reveal to you that the false Bible
word “week day” is saying the Bible first day
of the week is “the first day of the week of
the sun god’).
Note carefully the Greek record that is
mistranslated in Mark 16 verse 2 -did say the
word “week.” Mark 16:2 the Greek word
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“Sabbaton” is mistranslated as a “week.” The
word “week” identifies the solar cycle of
seven solar days measured artificially with a
clock from midnight. In the entire Bible there
is no word equivalent for the pagan word
“week.” In the English languages there is no
word equivalent for the Bible word Sabbaton
that describes the cycle of seven solar days
that are measured with the eye from dusk of
evening to the next consecutive dusk of the
evening.
The natural eye measure of the seven day
solar cycles of the “Sabbaton” is not the same
word equivalent as the artificial clock
measure of a seven day solar cycles of the
word “week” (of the seven pagan sky gods.
Think seriously of your civil day of your
“week” of the seven pagan sky gods as being
the same as your Bible days of seven pagan
sky gods. Just how pagan is your Bible
translation?
(1) The Bible “week” day of the sun god Ra
or Sunday is the first day of the week of the
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seven sky gods.
(2) Monday or the god of Moon day is the
second Bible day of the seven pagan sky
gods. The moon goddess Artemis came to be
associated with Selene,
(3) “Tuesday” is the third Bible “week” day
of the war god “Twi.”
If the measure of a Bible Sabbaton is not the
same measure of the “week’ days of the
seven sky gods, then the Bible Sabbaton can
not be correctly translated as a Bible “week.”
The Greek word Sabbaton has no word
equivalent in the English language. Proof
here is how the Sabbaton of God in the Bible
is to be measured.
See in the Greek Septuagint how the word
Sabbaton is written and is to be measured
from dusk of the evening in Leviticus 23. .
{23:31} you shall do no manner of work: it is
a statute for ever throughout your generations
in all your dwellings. {23:32} It shall be unto
you a Sabbaton of solemn rest, and you shall
afflict your souls: in the ninth day of the
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moon at [dusk of} even, from [dusk of] even
unto [dusk of] even, shall you keep your
Sabbaton.
The word “week” can not describe seven
days measured with the eye from even unto
even. Then you question what could be so
bad about this Bible translation that is made
to say that the women will purchase spices after the seventh day Sabbath on the first day
of the week of the seven sky gods or Sunday?
This false Bible translation of Mark 16:1-2 is
making the hard contradiction to the parallel
record of the same women and the same
record of the purchase of spice is made before the seventh day Sabbath in Luke
chapter 23.
23:49} And all his acquaintance, and the
women that followed with him from Galilee,
stood afar off, seeing these things. {23:50}
And behold, a man named Joseph, who was a
councilor, a good and righteous man {23:51}
(he had not consented to their counsel and
deed), [a man] of Arimathaea, a city of the
Jews, who was looking for the kingdom of
God: {23:52} this man went to Pilate, and
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asked for the body of Y’ehsus. {23:53} And
he took it down, and wrapped it in a linen
cloth, and laid him in a tomb that was hewn
in stone, where never man had yet lain.
{23:54} And it [the crucifixion] was [on] the
day the Preparation, and the [high Passover]
Sabbath was [epiphosko] beginning to light
up the night [of the new solar day for the
time to eat the Passover]. {23:55} And the
women, who had come with him out of
Galilee, followed after, and beheld the tomb,
and how his body was laid. {23:56} And
they [the women] returned [after the
Passover Sabbath], and prepared spices and
ointments. And on the [seventh] Sabbath
[day] they rested according to the
commandment.
[Amplifying in brackets is mine and take
note the amplifying does not change truth in
understanding “Dynamic Equivalent” or
“thought for thought” from any Bible
translation in any other Bible.]
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This record of Luke reveals the purchase of
spices is made by the women in the rerecord
of Mark is made clear the day -before the
seventh day Sabbath. Take note the women in
the record of Luke are the same women that
purchase spices in the record of Mark. Then
to make a true Bible translation the record of
the purchase of spices by Mark should be
placed in the end of chapter 15 to make the
parallel record of Luke which is the same
record of the purchase of Spices found at the
end of Luke chapter 23 verse 56.
See how the Ekklesia Bible translates Mark
15:48. and also see how Mark 16:1-2 is
translated.
Mark 16:1 is the third record of three visits to
the tomb by Maria Magdalene. Then take
note, as the third visit to the tomb, there is no
apparent contradiction in Mark 16:7. This
record of the third visit to the tomb by the
women is the last visit to the tomb. This
sunrise visit to the tomb is the third visit of
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Maria Magdalene to the tomb and next time
for the other women. It is the record of visits
of women going to the tomb after sunrise and
this third time the women will not go and tell
anyone. The reason they do not go and tell
anyone, the record clearly said that they were
afraid. Also another good reason is, because
in the other resurrection records clearly are
teaching that the same women have already
gone to tell everyone some twelve hours
earlier at the true resurrection moment of the
Christ just after dusk on the night on day one
of the Sabbaton. Take careful note the
resurrection on “day one of the Sabbaton” is
not related in the measure of time to any part
of the pagan calendar of first day of the week
(of the seven sky gods).
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